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advocacy and inquiry in the writing
of latter day saint history
david B honey and daniel C peterson

the

more we understand individual objects
understand god

the more we

spinoza
ethical truth is mans answer to the progress of his knowledge
paul ricouer

introduction
our epigraphs
epi graphs suggest that knowledge and spirituality are not
epigraphy
mutually exclusive but rather are essential concomitants in
understanding the significance of life and living it fully recent
debate in latter day saint circles however seems most often to
stress the incompatibility of spiritual faith and historical
knowledge whether the emphasis be on the supposed lack of faith
in latter day saint historiography or on the purported lack of
history in latter day saint apologetics however the debaters
often seem to rely on different underlying assumptions to utilize
different historical forms to address different audiences and to
argue along intellectual lines which lie in different dimensions in
short each faction seems to defend a different definition of history
and of its function the situation is manifestly unproductive and
more than a few onlookers have expressed impatience with it
thomas G alexander a leading practitioner of the so called new
mormon history and one of the central figures in the ongoing debate
between professional historians and apologists has recently
declared it to be imperative that we begin building bridges
between spiritual faith and historical knowledge 2 the present
article attempts to assist in the work of construction
1
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A new approach may lend fresh perspectives if it comes
from beyond the debate this essay does just that in that neither
author is a professional historian nor active apologist both of us
are philologists who work with written sources of all kinds since
we have had the need to consult arabic and chinese historical documents and on occasion to translate and annotate them we have had
learn
icam something of the proper methodologies of historical
to leam
research and of the possibilities and limitations of the modem
discipline of history because we are practicing believers in the
latter day saint faith we have also read and reflected on the
important literature devoted to defending that faith the following
observations can thus be proffered from a neutral quarter as it were
without either side feeling compelled to take us so seriously as to be

offended if our reflections are not found persuasive much of what
we say is not new but the theoretical background to the debate
offered here has not previously appeared in print with sufficient
breadth or emphasis in the context of latter day saint historiography

historical assumptions
the chief

concern of those who would understand the
philosophy of an epoch according to the historian of greek
philosophy W K C guthrie should be to isolate the fundamental
assumptions which underlie the various intellectual positions
being advocated in it 3 these assumptions explained guthrie
are that groundwork of current conceptions shared by all men of
any given culture and never mentioned because it is taken for
granted as obvious 4 latter day saint historians and those who
read their works have never been especially good about clarifying
the assumptions that underlie their historical endeavors nor do many
of those who find some of this work objectionable seem to understand that their own unspoken assumptions predispose them to a
negative assessment of latter day saint historical scholarship
however a recent work of davis bitton and leonard J
mormons and their historians is helpful for assessing
arrington cormons
the value of twentieth century latter day saint history because the
authors are careful to clarify their subjects assumptions 5 for
instance we are told that B H robertss assumptions are those of
romantic historiography which involved responding
emotionally to the past and compared history to drama and
1166
sought to present it dramatically 136
also andrew love neff
assumed that the principal purpose of well written mormon
history
was to show why and how the mormon pioneers
functioned in a political economic social and religious way as they
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further examples include fawn
fown brodie who assumed that
her job the authors point
joseph smiths claims were spurious herjob
out was therefore to find the mundane level of explanation and
dale morgan who opted for naturalistic explanations in
interpreting the latter day saint past 8 As final instances
Arring tons personal assumptions are aired as well as those of other
arringtons
scholars such as richard bushman jan shipps and charles S
did

7

peterson
peteron who were more sympathetic to the spiritual factor in
latter day saint history 9
in examining bitton and arringtons
Arring tons analyses we should first
ask ourselves what their own underlying assumptions are being
professionally trained historians a frequent phrase of theirs bitton
and arrington assume the outlook of their profession historiography has developed from sixteenth century french practitioners
into its modem form 10 a development that has seen historiography
evolve from an earnest but essentially amateurish pastime into a
disciplined science no longer is special pleading specious
handling of sources selective inclusion of data or emphasis on
style over substance to be tolerated in historiographical circles
modem latter day saint historians are often unsatisfied with the
narrative and inspirational histories produced in previous
generations accustomed to more rigorous standards of
documentation often interested in different approaches these
and thousands of others who may not have had the
people
specialized training but who share the attitudes the authors
conclude constitute an audience for mormon history that did not
exist before the war 12
we will examine bitton and Arring
arringtons
tons assumptions
especially the assumption that the modern latter day saint
historian is automatically motivated and guided by the historiography of inquiry
1I 1I

11

historical FORMS
the

fundamental tasks of the typical historian are often
compressed into three main spheres of activity later we will say
more about the inadequacy of this description first historians
search for facts that is they research second after selecting
certain facts for special consideration they judge the facts
reliability and importance or evaluate third they organize and
synthesize the facts to reconstruct past events or to solve problems
or interpret in this description the differences in the subjective
processes of evaluation and interpretation are what distinguish
various historical forms from each other
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one modem model of history that is useful for this discussion
recognizes three such historical forms exemplar evolutionary and
mcti on al structural according to traian stoianovich a historian
functional
fu
ncti
of modem french historiography exemplar historiography is a
guide to action its function is to select the relevant example
paradeigma exem
exemplum
plum in the didactic sense of being illustrative
of what the society through the historian desires to inculcate and
what it wants to warn against 13 the second paradigm
evolutionary historiography examines the particular with the
object of discovering the general or universal laws of human
development but
also focuses on the particular aspects of
change for their own sake 14 the third paradigm functional
structural historiography continued stoianovich embraces
problem solving and puzzle solving 5 the weaning of historical
inquiry from the composition of narratives to the investigation of
problems was introduced and adopted as a historical paradigm by
yet another group of frenchmen lucien febvre marc bloch and
their annales group 16 this movement made possible the flourishing
of many types of history economic technological social and
as different investigative techniques were developed to
the like
answer newly posed questions 17
in examining the historical assumptions of bitton and
arrington we find that the modem form of historical inquiry
followed by professionally trained historians did develop out of
sixteenth century france and that it avails itself of certain quasi
scientific techniques in order to insure accuracy and clarity of
presentation but the framework of bitton and arlingtons
Arring tons inquiry
Arling
arlingtonn
arringtons
tracing the development of latter day saint historiography up to its
present form the third problem solving paradigm and trying to
understand the general pattern and some of the changing standards
of historical writing 8 presupposes the obsolescence of the first
paradigm indeed the authors barely allow the parallel existence of
the exemplar paradigm assigning to it the pious preservation of
primary sources and the creation of popular works 19 but the
exemplar paradigm of historiography cannot be dismissed lightly
it happens to have been the earliest historical form antedating even
the doughty french and has strong advocates in both secular and
religious spheres even in the twentieth century
EXEMPLAR

historiography

the purpose of the exemplar paradigm is to advocate a point
from early on in classical antiquity it determined the content of
historical works
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the

earliest western example is herodotus the traditional
father of history he stated that he composed his narrative so that
the memory of the past may not be blotted out from among men by
time and that great and marvelous deeds done by greeks and
foreigners and especially the reason why they warred against each
10
other may not lack renown 20
his subject was the klea andron the
famous deeds of men 21 yet his historical assumption or we may
say his theoretical framework was based on the conventional
morality of the greeks of his time and therefore did not need to be
and hence was not
stated explicitly at the least it was clearly
.22
22
22
emphasized22
not emphasized
his assumption was defined by hugh lloydjones as follows
herodotus was not merely a great collector of facts but a great
historian one who saw history not simply as a mass of events and
genealogies but as a process whose meaning he made a sustained
attempt to understand he interpreted history in terms of the outlook
upon human life common to educated persons of his place and time
his work is pervaded by all the characteristic features of the archaic
greek outlook notably a conviction of the al
ness of the
allI powerful
powerfulness
gods and the insignificance of man and a belief that the gods
justice by chastising not only mortals
maintain the universal order of ofjustice
who offend against each other but also mortals who infringe by word
or action their own peculiar prerogatives 23
1

the chief moral

lesson exemplified by herodotuss stories is the
perils of pride 24 hence greek historiography started out with a
moral element however with the passage of time that moral
element loomed ever larger and greek historical writing grew more
and more tendentious by the end of the fourth century it had
mental historians even turned to lecturing
judgmental
become frankly judg
their audiences and to pronouncing praise or blame on the conduct
of individual men or the public policies of cities 25
not only history but all of greek literature and other cultural
forms including drama and music held an overarching application
to moral development through education in the three volumes of
paideia
peideia
wemer jaeger exhaustively examined greek literature
hispaideia
dela
deia werner
his pal
Pai
21
from this point of view 26
his goal was to trace the concept of arete
virtue or goodness and its semantic evolution from homer to
plato to see why the greeks themselves saw their spiritual world
so unhistorically namely as the cosmic structure of unchanging
1127
27 even
norms and not as a merely temporal course of events 5127
the goal of philosophy according to socrates was itself moral
the attainment of arete through knowledge would bring man into
alignment with the cosmic structure of unchanging norms or
28
platonic ideas 23
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another equally early instance of exemplar historiography is
found in the east traditional chinese scholarship produced exemplar
history almost solely
practically speaking exemplar history to the chinese historian
meant that he included in his narrative only those facts personalities
negatively
and events which served to illustrate either positively or ornegatively
the ethical norms and principles he supported the moral message in
the chinese histories appears in the earliest one to survive the
archival court chronicle of the state of lu the chun chiu spring
and autumn annals and was of course based upon orthodox
confucian conceptions of behavior within an idealized society as
the confucian classics this moral
or read into
taught by
message permeated historical understanding and indeed has been a
prime motivation for writing and criticizing history 29

the chinese

form of exemplar historiography can be
compared with the classical greek tradition but only rather loosely
both provided models of conduct encouraging the moral and
discouraging the immoral but while exemplar historiography
maintained a unitary form in china in the west it branched off
over time into various divisions
narrative biography and
hagiography biography and hagiography remained the bastion
zed history and eventually began to be recognized for
moralized
moralizer
of morali
what they finally did become pious and reverent mythology the
ted spiritually until it
narrative branch became progressively petiolated
etiolated
etiola
was finally harnessed to purely scientific inquiry by the industrious
french chinese exemplar historiography further differs from the
western tradition in the striking fact that it is still the official
historical form innocently promulgated by the powers that be
today of course the party has replaced the moral element with a
marxist one but the partys
bartys intent is still advocacy the verification
and description of the dialectical materialist view of history as time
marches from one ineluctable stage of history to the next the
discernment of the justification of history through the signs of
per
periodization
iodization has thus become the modem peoples republic of
china equivalent of the hoary confucian concern for interpreting
the will of heaven by means of omens and oracles 30
in islamic historiography as well the exemplar paradigm has
dominated since the very beginning of the tradition As M G S
hodgson expressed it muslim civilization had and continues to
have a persistent sense of the moral importance of historical
frano semitic traditions
events 113131 even more than usually in the irano
he wrote islamic piety reflected a strong historical conscious31
ness 32
qurdn itself stresses the lessons and warnings
the quran
embodied in the history of former times and frequently refers to the
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experiences of past nations and peoples in order to emphasize
the spiritual and ethical precepts that could be learned from
them further the quran indicates that the words of the prophet
muhammad were divinely inspired and that his life provided a
model for other muslims to emulate thus it is not surprising
that succeeding generations of learned muslims lacking either a
living prophet or a papal magisterium
madisterium considered it a duty to devote
their attention to the words and deeds of muhammad and that
those words and deeds came to be not merely sources of spiritual
guidance but also precedents applicable to tojurisprudence
jurisprudence administrative questions and the affairs of daily life and before long
when it became clear that the life of one man even if that man
were muhammad could not supply sufficient material for the
guidance of a wide and varied empire his associates
the so
called companions
also came to be regarded as paragons of
wisdom and virtue paradigms for emulation 33
reports badith
hadith
adith of what the prophet and his companions had
said and done as well as of what they had left unsaid or had
forbidden to be done were assiduously gathered from all comers of
the vast arab empire they were carefully sifted and the chains of
transmitters by which the hadith had reached the collectors ears
were minutely examined were all of the transmitters honest were
they marked by suspicious partisan bias could they really have
met each other so as to have effected the purported transmission
where did they live were they contemporaries these questions
all required tools of historical analysis making it virtually
impossible in the earliest islamic centuries to distinguish history
from hadith scholarship 34
an understanding of history was necessary wrote
hodgson if only because the divine revelation had itself been
through prophets sent to given peoples at given
historical
times
and the islamic community in which the godly life was to
be lived was a historical community 35 but there was a yet more
pressing reason for an expansion of the scope of islamic
historiography eventually as new questions arose and the finite
resources of hadith proved insufficient the majority of muslim
scholars allowed that the consensus qjmd
ijma of the learned within
the islamic community could be a source of legal precedent and
authority thus the experiences of learned muslims came to be
viewed as revelatory in its broad lines history was an expression
of the will of god this belief led naturally to an even wider
16
study of the past and gave that study a deeply religious hue 36
arwa b al zuhayr
zubayr
the great traditionalist and jurisprudent urwa
arwa whom A A duri
d 712 AD is aaclearexample
clear example of this attitude urwa
1
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called the forerunner of historical writing among the arabs and
A guillaume called the founder of islamic history
was
characterized by an asceticism and a religiosity which were
intimately related to his love of learning and such interests and
attitudes were widely shared al zuhri
fuhri d 742 AD for instance
zuhr
who founded the historical school of medina was basically a
scholar of hadith among the theological and juridical materials he
gathered were items that were more purely historical and a mastery
umm
urm or knowledge such
of all of these materials led for him to limurn
mastery not only filled social and spiritual needs but was he
17
thought an act of faith 37
the great ideological battles of the first centuries of islam
were fought in terms of historical scholarship who should have
succeeded the prophet muhammad as political leader of the nascent
arab empire should leadership of the community remain within
the prophets family alone ones answer to these questions
depended very much upon historical considerations such as
whether or not one accepted the story that during an encampment at
the pond of ghadir khumm
chumm muhammad had appointed all as his
successor most of the factions of the empire evolved out of such
Abb asid dynasty
abb5sid
politico historical disputes partisans of the abbasid
chronicled its activities in such a way as to make its claimed
messianic nature clear and drew upon older islamic patterns to do
so 38 for the muslim historian tarif khalidi wrote muslim
history was of immediate relevance to the legal and theological
19
disputes of the community 39
the situation continues to be so
today for example the persisting disagreement between shiites
shultes
and sunms
bunnis is firmly rooted in events of the seventh century AD
sunnis
even events and personalities of the present day are habitually
assimilated to events and figures of the remote past thus jimmy
carter and the late shah of iran are routinely depicted in shiite
iconography as the two chief villains in the martyrdom of the
sainted grandson of muhammad and israel is frequently compared
to the latin crusader kingdom of jerusalem
sometime in the early ninth century AADD when a distinct
discipline of historiography had begun to arise out of the study of
legal and theological hadith the discipline still retained its didactic intention history wrote A A duri summarizing the views
of the classical arab historians provides examples enabling
the individual to live a better life and serving to enlighten
the ruling authorities history was thus important for a proper
education 40 at the very least the administrator
wanted
guidance in the increasingly complex affairs of state and history
itself was often the only guide to precedent 11441 three of the
1
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major figures of islamic historiography should serve to illustrate
41
this point 42
almost certainly the greatest of classical arabic historians
was ibn jarir
carir al tabari
tabar d 923 AD his historical work has been
by muslims of all periods but
held in the highest repute not only bymuslims
41
orienta lists 43
tabani was a legal theorist a
also by western orientalists
tabari
al tabar
historian and author of the most substantial of all quran
commentaries 44 given these interests he predictably sought to
qurdnic
quranic
elucidate the will of god in his history 45 he followed the Qu
juranic
ranic
treatment of the struggle between righteousness and iniquity in the
pre islamic period and clearly felt that the chief value of studying
ancient nations was didactic from such study one could come to
understand the workings of god and see how he exalted the
46
virtuous and humbled the evil 1116
but al tabarls
tabaras
tabaris didactic approach
to history was not limited to his treatment of the pre islamic era or
of pagan un believers for he was also
concerned with tracing the success and failure of the various
communities that had been summoned to follow gods will and
particularly the triumphs and backslidings of the muslim
community moreover he was as befitted a shari legal scholar
concerned above all with the responsible behaviour of individuals
not with the workings of institutions as such or even primarily with
the splendour of kings he produced a record of the personal
decisions of muslim souls in the series of choices which had faced the
muslim community 47

for

tabari history

was an expression of divine will and he
wrote it accordingly his history is thus the counterpart to his
quran commentary just as the latter elucidates the will of god
former elucidates the will of god through the
through his words the formerelucidates
48
it cannot however be overstressed that al
activities of mankind 1141
Ta
babaris
baris commitment to exemplar historiography did not mean he
tabaris
was not honest or scrupulous in his use of sources the main
the annals
characteristic of
oftheannals
annais declared D M dunlop is undoubtedly
49
the effort which has been made to attain to historical truth 1149
sild
another arabic historian al Ma
masudi
slid d 956 AD wrote two
maslid
haslid
muriij al shahab
muruj
the murua
major works
dhahab meadows of gold and the
which are still extant and which are
tanbih
tanblh admonition
generally considered to be masterpieces of arabic historical
10
writing 50
his wide travels and fascinating narratives sometimes
Ri
ieve
leve it or not have led many
belleve
believe
reminiscent of ripleys
bel
bei
western readers to think of him as the herodotus of the arabs 115151
like al tabari al masud sought lessons in history he felt that he
could detect in the ebb and flow of events the rules for causing a
society to prosper or fall into ruin A recurrent theme is how nations
al

pleys
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of the past who had religious truth and wisdom had relapsed into
infidelity and barbarism in order to counteract such a tendency
al masudi
mamudi
masud used history to illustrate tenets of his own shiite sect
of islam as well as elements from the political philosophy of al
F
farabi d 950 AD 5251 the wise man al
arabi said who
arabi
alfFfarabi
contemplates the course of human events will discover the wisdom
1151
53
hikmd
hiked
ikma to be found therein 1153
clUn d 1406 AD has been described as a perkhalclun
khaldun
ibn Khal
khai
sona lity tres
sonality
liste not given to idealism and has sometimes
trs re aliste
been called the founder of sociology because of his attempts to
identify the social laws undergirding historical change 54 these
laws and the cycles of social bloom and decay with which he
illustrates them go considerably beyond al masgdis
masudfs treatment of
similar issues intriguingly they resemble the book of mormons
cormons
Mor mons
cyclical view of history in several important ways ibn khaldun
Kh aldun
khaldian
aidun
khaldiin
too had a practical interest in his subject he hoped to use the
principles which he could detect operating in the past to predict and
thus to control the future and surprisingly in someone who has
often been considered a cynic he claimed divine inspiration in
15
his discoveries 55
in many ways islamic historians were simply carrying on the
historical emphasis which is characteristic of the abrahamic
tradition of which their religion is such an important part this
emphasis was operational already in the remarkable chronicles of
the hebrew bible and sharply distinguishes judaism christianity
and islam from the relatively ahistorical religious and cultural
traditions found elsewhere on the globe memory and forgetting
are major themes throughout the bible and the result of the efforts
of the hebrew and christian writers was as yosef hayim
yerushalmi aptly remarked not theology but history on an
unprecedented scale 56
once israel settled in canaan the danger was always great that
the people would forget their heritage and thus lose their identity 57
the hebrew bible repeatedly warns against this danger but the
biblical appeal to remember yerushalmi observed has little to do
with curiosity about the past israel is told only that it must be a
kingdom of priests and a holy people nowhere is it suggested that
it become a nation of historians memory is by its nature selective
and the demand that israel remember is no exception 58 like most
primitive peoples the skeptical michael oakeshott remarked with
no little condescension the past had meaning for them only in so
far as it was seen to be their past their concern was with its life not
with its deadness for them it was a saga it was in fact a
mythology an effort to make actual and impressive their beliefs

ra
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about their present world and about the character of god 59 we
shall return later to this matter of historical selectivity
in medieval jewry there was much meditation and writing on
the meaning of jewish history but very little actual historiography
indeed the only kind of historiography generally accepted was that
concerning the chain of tradition the rabbinic personalities that
transmitted law and doctrine to the present this approach is
60
in
islam60
scholarship
islam
isiam
obviously similar to the tradition of
ofhadlth
hadith

throughout the medieval period historiography remained
peripheral and the main ways of remembering the past in judaism
were ritual and liturgical with all the scientific limitations that
such means imply the relevant past was the distant or formative
past which provided the archetypes and patterns for understanding
even current persecutions and events 61 individual jews identified
themselves with their ancestors and in doing so recapitulated the
past 62 this sc hematology clearly reveals a concern for meaning
as opposed to mere historical curiosity 63
it is only in the sixteenth century that we see something truly
historiographical in the modem sense taking an important place
among jews but even then there was a defensiveness about the
writing of history which continued until the late eighteenth century
and transcendent meaning was sought by many observant jews in
a historical cabalism rather than in the new comparatively secular
records of the jewish past 64 yerushalmi argued that this new history
was probably foreign a product of assimilation evidence of jewish
lack of confidence and remarked that while history continued to
hold little interest for many it assumed great importance for a
distinct few becoming indeed the faith of fallen jews 116165
michael oakeshott would have us refuse the name history
to the kinds of writing we have surveyed from ancient greece
formative
native and classical islam and
classical and modem china fon
ancient and medieval judaism whenever he declared the past
is regarded as a storehouse of political wisdom as the authority for
a body of religious beliefs as a mode of expressing a philosophical
system or as the raw material of literature wherever the past is seen
in specific relation to the present that past is not the past in history
instead it is what he calls the practical past a past that is scanned
for practical guidance to right action and correct belief in the
present the practical past he announced is a past alien to that
in history
history is the past for the sake of the past 116666
but to follow oakeshott would be to redefine the word
history so as to allow the legitimacy only of
ofstoianovichs
stoianovichs third
paradigm it would be to arbitrarily dismiss the overwhelming
bulk of historical works as they have been produced over much
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of the globe and throughout much of human history for as we
have seen exemplar historiography has both a wide distribution and
a rich heritage not only does it dominate chinese and classical
greek historical writing but it is the preeminent mode of historical thinking in the two abrahamic traditions of islam and
pre
modem judaism these traditions are closely related in their
premodern
premodem
premodel
use of history and other areas to mormonism however there is
a closer tradition one of which the latter day saints feel themselves to be communicant members in the west the main survival
of the exemplar tradition of advocacy excluding the realms of
political propaganda and biography is the unbroken chain of
christian literature commencing with the gospels oakeshott is
correct in observing that while christianity seems almost from
the beginning to have provided a new incentive for studying the
it provided no incentive whatever for studying the hispast
torical past rather the emphasis from the very beginning was
on what oakeshott termed as we have seen the practical past 67
the unique form and purpose of the gospels were superbly
werner kummel as follows
summarized by wemer
in the synoptic gospels we meet for the first time a new and
distinctive literary genus viewed as a literary form
dorrn the gospels are
forrn
a new creation
the aim of the gospels is not recollection about
jesus nor glorification of his miracles
these form only one aspect
among others of the gospels content
but the main concern is
rather to evoke faith and to strengthen it jesus words and deeds are
brought together from out of his life and reproduced in the form of a
simple narrative in order to show to the early christian church the
ground of its faith and to provide nirm
firm
finn support in its mission for
preaching instruction and debate with its opponents 68

christian historiography ever after whether apologetic
has taken if not for
hermeneutic or elegiac
foraa specific topic then
at least as the underlying assumption the event in human history
that the gospels narrated the creation incarnation and
consummation of christ therefore the christian theology of
history a history of fulfillment and salvation according to karl
lowith was and is ultimately eschatological because it concerns
the future our future in the kingdom of god as determined by our
relationship with the agent of the event in history christ
according to the new testament view the advent of christ is not a
particular though outstanding fact within the continuity of secular
history but the unique event that shattered once and for all the whole
frame of history by breaking into its natural course which is a course
of sin and death the importance of secular history decreases in direct
proportion to the intensity of mans concern with god and himself 69
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it is within the framework of this unabashedly teleological
view of history that latter day saints function qua latter day
saints they view reality define epistemology choose modes of
explanation decide issues and judge conduct on the basis of
immediate moral applications and ultimate eternal consequences
within the framework of the gospel plan 0 70 in doing so they
clearly follow the scriptures
given their religious commitment it is not surprising that
many latter day saint historians modem scientific and otherwise choose at times usually when addressing the latter day saint
public to adopt the paradigm of exemplar historiography their
concern on such occasions is not to solve a puzzle to answer a
question or to identify the historically anonymous the concern of
other historiographic paradigms but as with the gospels to
inculcate faith and motivate to good works 71 with paul they say
for 1I determined not to know any thing among you save jesus
and my speech and my preaching was
christ and him crucified
not with enticing words of mans wisdom but in demonstration of
the spirit and of power that your faith should not stand in the
wisdom of men but in the power of god 1 I1 cor 22
2244 5 they
like paul seek to convert and to motivate through testimony not to
persuade through logic or to teach bald abstract facts but because
of different factors they adopt different methods depending on their
purpose audience and personal abilities
the experience of paul offers an early example of the
necessity of choosing a method to match the audience he and other
early missionaries often changed their approaches from place to
place because the jew required a sign and the greeks seek after
borne testimony appropriate
wisdom 1 I1 cor 123 the sign of a bome
for jewish auditors was often replaced as a preliminary step by the
wisdom of a polished speech that incorporated rhetorical devices
philosophical terminology and literary allusions a greek audience
12
would appreciate 72
latter day saint historians will likewise adjust
their medium depending on the audience sunday school classes
are likely to require a different presentation than even institute or
BYU religion classes but the purpose in each case is the same to
teach the commandments and church responsibilities to edify
uplift and comfort and to inspire to action through various
approaches such as sharing a faith promoting experience from the
past or present relating an illustrative story or interesting sidelight
the sine qua non of gospel
presenting a doctrinal exposition or
inviting the guidance and witness of
scholarship and teaching
the holy ghost As an example of this type of historical writing
richard 0 cowans book the church in the twentieth century
O
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serves well even though the lord has worked through fallible
human beings and institutions cowan declared in his introduction 1 I am convinced that his hand can be seen not only in
specific incidents where inspired guidance was obvious but also in
the overall progress of his kingdom during the present century thus
we do not need to look only to past ages for examples of divine
direction or assistance cowan expressed the hope that his readers
would find not only information in his volume but inspiration
nevertheless he insisted that his type of advocacy historiography
does not involve surrendering the canons of professional
historiography even though I1 have written from the perspective of
faith he said 1 I have also wanted to follow high standards of
historical scholarship 1I do not believe that one necessarily excludes
73
1171
5573
the other 5571
we agree historians of the exemplar paradigm even if they
elect to apply this method in the nonscientific setting of didactic
religious consumption are employing an honorable approach with
hoary roots in antiquity an approach that as we have seen
continues to be utilized today in fact this model was dominant
among american historians as recently as the early nineteenth
century and when scientific historians began to displace their
predecessors of the early nineteenth century such ass george
bancroft william lothrop motley william H prescott and
francis parkman and indeed to feel something akin to contempt
or disdain for them the issue was certainly not one of scholarship
the older scholars had been assiduous gatherers of evidence
careful in their analysis diligent in their documentation instead
the disagreement involved the moral posture of the historian the
older historians had felt that they had an urgent message to deliver
to the general reading public they made no effort to attain
authorial invisibility and their works were characterized by
16
moral izing and overt partisanship their critics
explicit moralizing
complained that everything came to the reader as interpreted by the
historian and that the reader was thus at his or her mercy the facts
were selected and arranged according to the notions of the
71
As we shall see later the second charge was something
historian 74
of a red herring since facts are always selected and arranged
according to the notions of the historian
hegel categorized what we term exemplar historiography as
the pragmatic species of the reflective kind of history and
mused on its contemporary use as follows
disgusted by such reflective histories readers have often returned
with pleasure to a narrative adopting no particular point of view
these certainly have their value but for the most part they offer only
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material for history we germans are content with such the french
on the other hand display great genius in re animating bygone times
and in bringing the past to bear upon the present condition of things 75

like the french of yesteryear latter day saints are particularly
animated by faith promoting stories from the past but in light of the
nature of the exemplar paradigm if latter day saints who practice
it leave out less than desirable episodes tell only one side of the
story or are incomplete in their treatment their actions do not imply
that they are somehow dishonest or bad historians given the
didactic basis of their theoretical framework irrelevant aspects may
be justifiably ignored 76 in ignoring such aspects they follow in the
footsteps of earlier jewish exemplar historians whose selectivity
has been noted previously
unfortunately modem scientific historians take a more
narrow view of their discipline and often seem to think that their
particular approach is the only viable one within the field examples
abound of such historians criticizing exemplar historiography from
the unfair and ultimately irrelevant perspective for the purpose of
the author of
oftroian stoianovichs third paradigm for instance
bitton and arrington summarized the history of the church of
jesus christ oflatter
of latter day saints period 1II edited by B H roberts
as a story of gods dealings with his people how people dressed
what they ate how things went in their family the preoccupations
of their secular life were unimportant there was no search for
political economic social or psychological causes of events the
central themes were the dramatic tensions between the church and
the world between god and his church 77 thomas alexander a
veteran practitioner of the third paradigm acknowledged that the
venerative scholars his classification of latter day saint
exemplar historians pose questions and use methodologies
different than his own brand of history yet he then criticized them
for having been unwilling to probe the difficult areas an aspect
of history that is utterly irrelevant to their didactic task which he
himself described as the need to reaffirm the faith of latter day
saints for whom they are writing 78 james clayton did not concede
nical
historical
fical paradigm exists other than some ideal histo
ficai
that any histo
fical
historical
craft the essence of which is violated by the one sided history we
have characterized as exemplar historiography 79 we must stress
that we agree with the learned historians that exemplary writing is
unsatisfactory from the point of view of third paradigmatic tasks
and that one problem with teaching only what is uplifting to cite
clayton again may be that this approach leaves people unprepared
to face the realities of life 80 but these are tangential problems
which concern the applicability of exemplary historiography not

trolan
troian

1
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the central concern of its separate existence and function within the
discipline of history the point is therefore
and this is crucial
that both types of historiography have a purpose an audience and
an application for life the existence of the exemplar mode of
historiography should therefore be acknowledged and its
practitioners left free to write for audiences of their own choosing
for all these reasons advocates deserve full participation
in latter day saint scholarship even if their products may not
always be useful for third paradigmatic historical goals at the
even handed treatment in any
very least they deserve serious and evenhanded
discussion of latter day saint historiography
especially in
mormons and their historians its title does after
such a work as cormons
all imply that some attention will be paid to the relationship
between latter day saints laity as well as intellectuals and
historians
that is unless it is understood that the historians
included represent only developmental stages in the evolution of
one single unitary historiographical form but such narrow
treatment would be itself a form of special pleading and would need
to be frankly acknowledged
THE THIRD PARADIGM

but what of latter day saint historians who adopt the equally
honorable more scientific and less tendentious paradigms of
modern historiography do they merit inclusion under the rubric
modem
mormon historian apart from the trivial sense of historian
can they serve the
whose personal religion is mormonism
kingdom even if their methodological framework being secularly
based rejects that of theological history
our answer is yes the crux of the issue seems to us to be a
question not of which historiographical model is best or right in
some cosmic sense but of which is immediately applicable and
suitable for the task at hand if an inquiry historian opts to address
a different audience than does the advocacy historian his method
and his paradigm will naturally differ as well
paradigm it will be recalled is to solve
the task of the third
particular problems 81 no attempt generally is made by those
operating within this paradigm to relate the solution or
bit of data to
orbit
an overriding view of reality or to the purported meaning of
history 82 rather the third paradigmatic historian seeks to set his
solution within a framework of objectivity relating it to other
similar data in order to see what pattern or construct is discernible
however as peter novick has pointed out historical objectivity
is not a single idea but rather a sprawling collection of assumptions
1
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attitudes aspirations and antipathies at best it is what the
philosopher W B gallie has called an essentially contested
concept like social justice or leading a christian life the exact
meaning of which will always be in dispute novick nonetheless
attempted to recapitulate the principal elements of the idea of
historical objectivity among these he said is a sharp separation between knower and known
historical facts are seen as
prior to and independent of interpretation
whatever patterns
exist in history are found not made the historian is to purge
11
himself of preferences and biases of partisanship 83
the notion that the historian consults all the facts and then lets
form
them fon
fonnn a hypothesis within his or her mind is widespread and we
have already alluded to it above it suggests that the historians first role
is to recall rather than to think that he or she is primarily a receptive rather than a constructive agent that in michael oakeshotts
Oake shotts
memorable phrase he or she is a memory not a mind 84 what is
important to the serious student wrote melvin T smith who appears
to hold some such view is that interpretation and uses of datafacts
data facts
follow their acquisition historians should not have the big answers
before they have the evidences for them 85 while there is something
to be said for this position it can easily mislead
michael oakeshott powerfully questioned the naive notion
that history begins with the collection of data of isolated facts
which are then scrutinized before any theory is developed if we
consider what is in the mind of the historian as he collects his
material he argued we shall find in place of this supposed
miscellaneous assortment of facts first a homogeneous system of
ideas or postulates in terms of which he is conscious of whatever
comes before him the collection of materials is certainly not the
first step in history furthermore oakeshott contended the mind
of the historian
contains not only a system of postulates but also a general view of
the course of events an hypothesis governed by these postulates
no historian ever began with a blank consciousness an isolated idea
or a genuinely universal doubt for none of these is a possible state
of mind he begins always with a system of postulates largely
unexamined which define the limits of his thought and with a
specific view of the course of events a view consonant with his
postulates and whenever the historian imagines himself actually
to begin with the collection of materials he is suffering from
16
an illusion 86

indeed oakeshott has argued on a more general level that
there is no such thing anywhere in any discipline or even in
everyday life as pure sensation prior to judgment and thought
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colouos or the
in thought there is nothing analogous to the painters colours
builders bricks raw material existing apart from the use made of
it sensation implies consciousness consciousness implies
judgment and judgment is thought 87

there

is no knowledge

of things apart from concepts

to

see to touch to taste to hear to smell is always and everywhere to
18
judge and to infer 88
is what has been made or achieved it is the product of
it is not what is given it is what is achieved in
judgment

fact

experience facts are never merely observed remembered or
combined they are always made- we cannot take facts because
19
there are none to take until we have constructed them 89

it seems clear following oakeshott that neither the original witness
nor the historian sifting the records of such witnesses is in a
nai human experience and
nal
normal
privileged position transcending non
simply responding to the facts as they are we perceive only that
which we in some sense recognize that which has
some meaning
hansome
hassome
10
or significance for us oakeshott wrote 90
the historians business
is not to discover to recapture or even to interpret it is to create
and to construct 91
leonard arrington recognized this point in 1968 when he
wrote that the historian
invests the narrative with meaning by consciously selecting from the
sources what he thinks important by interpolating in the reports of
the participants and observers things which they do not explicitly say
and by rejecting or amending what he regards as due to
misinformation or mendacity above all he puts his sources in the
witness box and by cross examination extorts from them
information which in their original statements they withheld either
because they did not wish to give it or because they did not realize
they possessed it in other words the latter day saint historian like
other historians must read contemporary accounts with a question in
his mind and seek to find out by inference and otherwise what he
wants to find out from them every step in his research depends on
91
asking a question 92

Arring
arringtons
tons comments although they implicitly presuppose
the historiography of inquiry as the only valid model are essentially
correct As oakeshott maintained before a recorded event
becomes an historical event a judgment must have been
interposed 93 and it is not only historians or even social scientists
and scholars in the humanities who are under the necessity of
making judgments at the very beginning of their enterprise and who
makingjudgments
consequently fall prey to the human condition of subjectivity
1861
about thirty years ago charles darwin wrote in a letter of 1861
there was much talk that geologists ought only to observe and not
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theorize and I1 well remember someone saying that at this rate a man
might as well go into a gravel pit and count the pebbles and describe
the colouos
colours how odd it is that anyone should not see that all
observation must be for or against some view if it is to be of any
service9494 even within the stricter traditions of scientific theory
service
proper there is some room for differences of national local and
even personal style wrote stephen toulmin in cosmology to a
on the earlier backgrounds and
large degree theories depend
presuppositions that the writers bring to this task 95 william
barrett showed convincingly that even mathematics and symbolic
logic surely the most purely objective of all disciplines bear the
16
marks of their cultural context 96
the reality is that all historians whether they be in our
terminology of the advocacy school or adherents of the third
paradigm come to their materials with questions and hypotheses
with preconceived notions or with positions seeking support their
presuppositions blind them it is true to some of the possibilities of
their data but it is both humanly impossible and undesirable to
think without presuppositions since only our preexisting questions
and hypotheses allow us to see anything in the data at all the
nineteenth century american historian francis bowen wrote
A naked record of facts must be untrustworthy it will be not merely
incomplete but deceptive it will give rise to undue impressions and
it is impossible to write history without
create false judgments
seeking either avowedly or stealthily or unawares to verify some
hypothesis or establish some theory which furnishes a reason and a
guide for the selection and arrangement of materials
the facts
have no connection with each other and the story has no unity unless
some doctrine lies at the bottom to which they are all more or less

related

91
97

nelson blake was entirely correct when he declared that without
imagination the historian could not see any patterns of meaning in
QO
91

past occurrences
one serious attempt to define historical objectivity while
taking into account the many varied factors at play in the historians
own mind can be found in the words of historical economist
immanuel wallerstein he asserted that the scholars role is to
discern within the framework of his commitments the present
reality of the phenomena he studies to derive from this study
general principles from which ultimately particular applications
may be made wallerstein described the limitations of the
framework of objectivity as follows
truth changes because
society changes at any given time nothing is successive
everything is contemporaneous even that which is past and in the
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present we are all irremediably the products of our background our
training our personality and social role and the structured
pressures within which we operate
objectivity he concluded
is honesty within this framework 91
coeur not only objectivity but also truth itself has
ricoeur
for paul Ri
a strictly delimited application in historical research because
historians do not engage in vain attempts at embracing abstract
infinite ultimate truth instead they engage in grasping concrete
finite ephemeral answers therefore truth to ricoeur
Ri coeur consists
in the ethical fulfillment of my task as a workman of history 100
truth then consists of consistently truthful actions of complete
honesty within the limitations of human possibilities in a framework of self imposed scholarly procedures it is a function of the
historians work not the product of his research michael oakeshott
used a similarly limited application of the word pistot
historyy rather than
histot
the usual sense of the notional grand total of all that has ever
happened in the lives of human beings he used it in the original
an historically understood
otean sense of an inquiry
Herod
herodotean
past he concluded is then the conclusion of a critical enquiry of
a certain sort it is to be found nowhere but in a history book and
it may be specified only in terms of the procedure of this enquiry 101
hence historical understanding is the understanding or view
reached through the historical means of investigation not an all
encompassing understanding of history as reality
the recognition that whatever views we have on the past are
ephemeral wallersteins
Waller steins changing truth as more data are
discovered and that different perspectives necessitate constant
revision of the theories is a frequent theme of hugh nibley 102
this honesty within the framework of what a historian knows
leams may be utilized
what he seeks to leam
learn and how far what he learns
is then one assurance that he generally poses little if any threat to
the advocate historian who preaches eternal truths it mitigates
against dogmatism and keeps the inquirer ever open to research
and reinterpretation
beside these explicit methodological limitations on the
objectivity and rankean
ranklan accurateness of historical views of things
as they really are
a phrase that has misled american historians
lie implicit logical features which impose
for generations
101
we may condense paul Ricou
subjective limitations 103
ers
ricouers
conclusions as follows
thejudgment of importance selects certain facts for
the feature of the judgment

treatment based on the subjective judgement
jud gement of the historian as to
what is important
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the feature of the popular conception of causality undermines

the
effort to separate and serrate forces in history such as causes
motivations opportunities conditions fields of influence and the
like because the network of causality is not understood nor its
separate levels distinguished

the phenomenon of historical distance makes it necessary for the
historian to insert himself in historical time with the anachronistic
language of his own time such a projection of imagination involves
subjectivity

the

last feature that history ultimately tries to explain and
understand men utilizes a subjective sympathy for men and their
iol
lol
ideals in the attempt to both explain and encounter them 104

it is true that some methodologies have subjective features
built into them because their practitioners use preexisting

purposely selected frameworks

ideological economic

econometric social sociological materialistic psychological
feminist geographic demographic and the like
which guide the
search for data but these methodologies seek specific answers
and are honorable endeavors unless they exceed the limitations of
their approaches and attempt instead to work towards a political
agenda or to reinterpret all historical events from their particular
narrow points of view 105 apart from these tendentious enterprises
third paradigmatic historiography need not be hamstrung by the
question of objectivity if it recognizes objectivity as impossible
even in theory this acknowledgment is not too much to ask since
the issue has been well aired the problem of bias in historians has
been argued about since antiquity 106 thomas alexander pointed
passa in historical circles
out that the topic of objectivity is already passe
pass6
so often has it been debated and contended that the new mormon
historians are certainly aware of its implications ideally they work
101
within this awareness 107
but the nature of the historians work is more important for
ensuring that the inquirer poses no threat to the task of the advocate
historian than are the methodological and logical limitations
imposed on the historians work if the inquirer properly conceives
the character and tools of his discipline he will gladly surrender the
domain of spiritual questions to those who wield spiritual research
tools for he is concerned with the mundane and usually with only
a small comer of that approached through his admittedly mundane
methodologies hence he would be foolish indeed to pronounce
spiritual conclusions in all but a very few conceivable but highly
improbable cases and even then he would be temporarily
stepping out of his role as a third paradigmatic historian he will
recognize that economic historical inquiry yields answers of an
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ly oriented
socially
economic character that social history results in social
historiography and that secular methodologies will seldom if ever
produce or even confirm theophanies
theoph anies gertrude himmelfarb
admirably summed up the crux of this issue as follows

the traditional

disdain for the ephemeral or the
historian has no
existential he lays no claim to certitude has no blinding revelation
no arcane knowledge no gnosis that penetrates to the underlying
delusive
contingent
realities beyond the capricious
provisional realm of events indeed it is just this mundane realm
that he prefers to dwell in that he accepts as reality and his
explanations of these events are as contingent and provisional as the
events themselves having no grand theory or methodology to unite
all of history to create a total history he is content to try to
as it can be
and as imperfectly
understand the past as best
known this may be a modest aspiration but not an unworthy one 08
108

elder boyd K packers pronouncement that the mantle is far far
greater than the intellect should not cause concern for any latter
day saint historian who accepts the framework of theological
history as a matter of religious faith regardless of which methodology and its concomitant framework he uses for the moment to
address a particular historiographical issue 109 the only point of
dispute may be in just which areas and just how far spiritual
prescience should be applied to secular subjects for the investigation
of which the lord has provided intellectual tools
by dividing inquiry into intellectual existential judgments
and spiritual propositions of value william james has attempted
to defuse the difficulty in addressing this interface while not
wholly satisfactory his attempt is a significant one
in the matter of religions it is particularly easy to distinguish the two
orders of question every religious phenomenon has its history and
its derivation from natural antecedents what is nowadays called the
higher criticism of the bible is only a study of the bible from this
existential point of view
these are manifestly questions of
historical fact and one does not see how the answer to them can
you see that
decide offhand the still further question of value
the existential facts by themselves are insufficient for determining
the value and the best adepts of the higher criticism accordingly
lia
lla
never confound the existential with the spiritual problem 110
I1

such a distinction in reality posits two different models of history
that lie in different dimensions these may be characterized in terms
borrowed from ricouer
Ri couer the system model strives for an
overarching systematization or summation of historical meaning
angu
iari ties model focuses on individual items in history
larl
ingu lari
the s ingularities
jamess distinction is also reminiscent of the ancient debate
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between poetry and history poetry including drama according to
aristotle is concerned with the universal in establishing truths
history on the other hand speaks merely of the particular and the
transient I modem variations of this debate include the following
oppositions myth versus reality science versus religion religion
versus history faith versus reason reason versus revelation and the
like they are all concerned with processes of knowledge that lie on
different planes and deal with practical applications that exist in
different spheres hence they cannot compete but only complement
each other at the very least their interactions are usually irrelevant
not mutually exclusive
problems with accepting historical works that focus on the
iari ties dimension of history do occur among the
lari
singularities
fingu
secular singu
faithful laity if they expect only exemplar historiography from their
historians ecclesiastical authorities do of course have the right to
guide the reading consumption of their membership when the goal
is moral action not intellectual enlightenment and conflict almost
certainly does break out when well intentioned historians transcend
the secular frameworks of their writing in an attempt to pronounce
on spiritual matters
an example of the problems that occur when the purpose of
third paradigmatic historiography is forgotten by readers comes
from a work of D michael quinn early mormonism and the
magical world view 112 at the outset quinn clearly stated his
own belief in the theological framework of the latter day saint
faith 113 he explained that even if the sources he treated are unusual
he does not believe that his analysis disparages joseph smiths
integrity or prophetic claims 4 his intent he stated has simply
been to sketch in broad strokes the outline of a topic that 1I believe
cormons and non
merits the careful cautious scrutiny of mormons
mormons alike for if we hope to begin to understand fully the
cormons
origins of mormonism we cannot ignore the environment and
world view of its first adherents or of the place and meaning of
magic 115 quinn therefore posited a set of questions that he desired
to investigate the success of his investigation should be judged on
methodological grounds that is on how well he acts the historian
of the third paradigm the fact that his work is unsuitable for
exemplar historiography that is that it does not seek to build faith
and motivate to good behavior does not necessarily mean that for
latter day saints it is not a good work of history on the other hand
quinn cannot complain should ecclesiastical leaders refrain from
recommending his work for internal consumption his task is third
paradigmatic generally irrelevant to reaching religious and
behavioral goals
1 1I I1
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it is only when the lines between inquiring into a historical
question and advocating a religious point are blurred either by the
writing of an author or by the interpretation of a reader that
axi of quinns
controversy arises an instance of this is on page xxi
book where he stated that if his interpretations prove valid they
mormons and non cormons
mormons try to
will of course require that cormons
understand joseph smith and early Monnon
ism in a different
mormonism
light to us a different light means a new perspective from which
to view the early church one which can be combined with other
to
perspectives
economic social religious and political
approach as comprehensive an understanding of the past as is
possible but if quinns different light is understood in the sense
not merely of a different interpretation but as a new and
reductionist explanation of the origin of the church controversy
is the inescapable result however given the third paradigmatic
character of quinns writing that controversy is inappropriate if it
focuses chiefly upon the books consequences for an advocacy
historiographical position on the church the only justifiable first
line of criticism for a third paradigmatic work of latter day saint
history is not on the question of whether or not it promotes
orthodoxy or righteousness but rather on scholarly grounds
which have indeed in quinns case provided sufficient grist for
ilg
the mill even if they can probably never be final 116
unfortunately most of the fireworks sparked by this book seem instead
to have resulted from ignorance of the purpose and applicability of
this third paradigmatic historical work 117 significantly quinn
responded that both latter day saint insiders and outsiders have
misunderstood his book because of their unstated assumptions
about history I81
obviously there are conceivable historical discoveries which
might threaten the basis of a religious community as well as that of
an advocacy historiography paul tillich is reputed to have said that
it would not matter for his theology if conclusive proof were found
tomorrow that jesus of nazareth never existed
but few other
christians would feel the same way similarly if it could be
demonstrated thatjoseph
that joseph smith was not in new york between 1815
and 1825 but was actually marauding as a pirate along the barbary
coast this discovery would have weighty implications for the
claims of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints so
likewise would the discovery in situ of an arabian stela inscribed
with an account of the tree of life followed by the signature of one
nephi son of
oflehi
lehi
lehl but such discoveries are highly improbable
and it appears likely that historical studies on this side of the veil will
have to continue to make do with somewhat less than decisive
1I 1I
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evidence as to the truth or falsity of joseph smiths revelations
still mormonism is a religion of marked historical character with
strong historical claims which do not in principle lie beyond
empirical test latter day saint theologians have generally
as in the cases of B H roberts and
tended to be historians
joseph fielding smith and their best and most prolific thinking and
writing have tended to be historical hugh nibley and richard L
anderson among others have shown that the issues between
latter day saints and critics of the church will be fought largely on
historical grounds 9
THE INQUIRER ADVOCATE DEBATE IN

perspective

writing over twenty years ago leonard arrington cited the
novelist and zionist maurice samuel as asserting that the authentic jew is the one who understands and is faithful to his own

personal and social identity one who in short accepts his
history arrington thought that it would be possible to define the
real latter day saint in analogous terms
are

cormons
we authentic latter day saints ie real mormons
Mormons unless we
froth our collective past and who but the historian
receive
receivernessages
messages from
is prepared to relay authentic messages from the past our individual
and collective authenticity as latter day saints depends on the
historians telling the truth the whole truth and nothing but the truth
about our past this includes the failures as well as the achievements
the weaknesses as well as the strengths the individual derelictions
derelict ions as
well as the heroism and self sacrifice 120

at

first glance arringtons
Arring tons statement may seem unobjectionable and indeed there are elements of truth in it but does our
authenticity as latter day saints really depend upon receiving
authentic messages from the past rather than from living
prophets Is historical authenticity the essential criterion or is
righteousness have we no avenue to god except through the past
and to the extent that the past is still a very important factor in the
spirituality of the latter day saints which past is the significant
one that of the professional historians or that of the scriptures
though he almost certainly does not intend it to do so doesnt
Arring
arringtons
tons principle of authenticity tend to set historians in the
121
apostles121
place of the prophets and apostles
but if arrington seems merely
ubut
2but
to have expressed himself somewhat incautiously lawrence foster
a non mormon appears to claim the mantle forthrightly and in
distinctly religious terms

the truth

that joseph smith saw is still powerful though largely
hidden even from faithful latter day saints historians at their
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best have the opportunity of trying to recapture that truth at least in
part such historical writing far from threatening true religious
understanding provides one of the very few ways that it may to a
degree be achieved good history and good religion go together
in mormonism as in all faiths crushed and crushed again truth
will rise ever with renewed strength and power this at least is
my faith 122

it is clear to us that such claims far exceed the natural limits of
the third paradigm scientific historiography can no more define
much less deliver it than a
true religious understanding
yardstick can assay gold while it is manifestly true that
communities are constituted at least to a large degree by their
shared memories the question here must be whether scientific
historiography is capable of serving as the basis for a community of
memory an affirmative answer seems highly doubtful when
speaking of third paradigmatic history or the historiography of
a less
inquiry which he calls socratic or interpretive history
adequate description we think since all history is necessarily
interpretive
arlington spoke wisely it appears to us
leonard arrington
when he said
it must by its very nature be a private and not a church venture
although this history is intended to imbue the written record with
meaning and significance the church cannot afford to place its
official stamp of approval on any private interpretation of its past
interpretations are influenced by styles and ideas of the times not to
say the personalities and experiences of historians and the church
itself ought not to be burdened with the responsibility of weighing the
13
worth of one interpretation as against another 123

the

more systematic and comprehensive approach
characteristic of scientific historiography has not necessarily been an unmixed blessing to the world at large as hans
meyerhoff noted
A situation has developed which is quite paradoxical in human terms
the barriers of the past have been pushed back as never before our
knowledge of the history of man and the universe has been enlarged
on a scale and to a degree not dreamed of by previous generations at
the same time the sense of identity and continuity with the past
whether our own or his
historys
torys has gradually and steadily declined
previous generations knew much less about the past than we do but
121
24
perhapsfelt
per
perhapse
hapse
perhaps
felt a much greater sense of identity and continuity with it 124
feit

harold bloom reminded us of something we have already
noted
the uniquely selective nature of hebrew memory which
calls for a particular kind of acting rather than for any curiosity
121
about the past 125
and indeed jewish collective memory is
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drastically selective in stark contrast to the all inclusive
tendency of modem historical scholarship what seems to have
been preserved in medieval jewish memory is that which teaches
116
behavioral ideals and proper belief all else was pruned away 126
among other things to borrow thomas alexanders already
cited complaint about latter day saint exemplar historiography
in probing
medieval jewish collective memory exhibits no interest inprobing
the difficult areas 127 the notion that everything in the past is
worth knowing for its own sake
wrote yosef
hayim yerushalmi
yosefhayim
ais
is a mythology of modem historians as is the lingering suspicion
4is
that a conscious responsibility toward the living concerns of the
group must result in history that is somehow less scholarly or
scientific both stances lead not to science but to antiquarianism
rian ism 28 in other words they lead to michael Oake
oakeshotts
shotts
favored past for the sake of the past alluded to above129
above 129
yerushalmis
Yerush almis opinion of hypothetical historian priests is clear
while memory of the past was always a central component of
jewish experience the historian was not its primary custodian 11030
yerushalmi added historiography 1I will continue to insist cannot
be a substitute for collective memory nor does it show signs of
creating an alternative tradition that is capable of being shared 131
there is another yet deeper reason why historiography of the
third paradigm cannot serve as the basis for a religious community
yerushalmi illustrated this in the case of contemporary judaism
is an inherent tension in modem jewish historiography even
though most often it is not felt on the surface nor even acknowledged
the degree that this historiography is indeed modem and
demands to be taken seriously it must at least functionally repudiate
premises that were basic to all jewish conceptions of history in the
past in effect it must stand in sharp opposition to its own subject

there

to

matter not on this or that detail but concerning the vital core the
belief that divine providence is not only an ultimate but an active
causal factor in jewish history and the related belief in the
uniqueness of jewish history itself
it is the conscious denial or at least the pragmatic evasion of
these two cardinal assumptions that constitutes the essence of the
secularization of jewish history on which modern jewish
historiography is grounded 32

but jewish history

is extremely resistant to secularization because

of its very nature and jewish collective memories were and are
133
a function of shared faith loo
only in the modem
modern era do we really find for the first time a jewish
historiography divorced from jewish collective memory and in
crucial respects thoroughly at odds with it 1344
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the detachment of the modem historian

from the group and its
memory
his growing desire for scientific objectivity seems to
demand that he distance himself ever more from the living concerns
of the group and indeed from his own subject matter 135

what yerushalmi says of judaism is manifestly true of the
church as well thus when leonard arrington and davis bitton
introduce a survey of latter day saint history aimed at non latter
we have sought to
day saint readers with a claim of neutrality
understand as scholars of any faith or no faith would seek to
136
understand136
we can well understand the two on methodounderstand
logical grounds but we can also reject such historical writing as
the basis for a community of faith 137 secularized historiography
and secularized historians accomplish a great deal by bracketing
transcendent questions but their accomplishments are not pure
gain and to leave such questions out of account is to pay a considerable price 138 it will simply not do to rejoice as one prominent
non latter day saint historian did a few years ago at a meeting
of the mormon history association that we can now having set
aside the issue of the churchs
churche truth claims get on with really
important questions like the economic status of early latter day
saint converts or the sociology of the nauvoo ward these may be
important questions but they are not
if the history of religious
the important
and philosophical thought is any indication
questions they are not the questions that the early latter day saints
themselves would have seen as important with a few historians of
mormonism one gets the feeling that the ultimate questions are no
longer important because they have already been tacitly answered
in the negative
furthermore secular third paradigm historiography while it
can contribute mightily in many areas of inquiry seems forbidden
by its very nature from grasping what is most important most
essential in religion and religious experience leonard arrington
re
described the historians task as creatively rethinking
thinking the
thoughts of the participants in any given event in the context of his
knowledge 139 however the historians knowledge will always be
different from the knowledge possessed by the participants
themselves and while it may in some ways be superior it will
always from other angles be relatively deficient C S lewis gave
this point striking expression
each of us finds that in his own life every moment of time is
completely filled he is bombarded every second by sensations
emotions thoughts which he cannot attend to for multitude and
nine tenths of which he must simply ignore A single second of lived
time contains more than can be recorded and every second of past
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time has been like that for every man that ever Ilived
ived the past 1 I am
assuming in the historicists favour that we need consider only the
human past in its reality was a roaring cataract of billions upon
billions of such moments any one of them too complex to grasp in
its entirety and the aggregate beyond all imagination by far the
greater part of this teeming reality escaped human consciousness
almost as soon as it occurred none of us could at this moment give
anything like a full account of his own life for the last twenty four
hours we have already forgotten even if we remembered we have
not time the new moments are upon us at every tick of the clock
in every inhabited part of the world an unimaginable richness and
variety of history falls off the world into total oblivion most of
the experiences in the past as it really was were instantly forgotten by the subject himself of the small percentage which he
remembered and never remembered with perfect accuracy a
smaller percentage was ever communicated to even his closest
intimates of this a smaller percentage still was recorded of the
recorded fraction only another fraction has ever reached posterity
aanos
aura when once we have realized
adnos vix tenuisfamaeperlabituraura
tenuisfamaeperlabitur
what the past as it really was means we must freely admit that
is and will remain wholly
history
that nearly all
most
unknown to us and if per impossibile the whole were known it
would be wholly unmanageable to know the whole of one minute
in napoleons life would require a whole minute of your own life
you could not keep up with it 40
1

110

the

inability of the historian to fully know another human
being or to fully understand another persons experiences is
especially apparent with regard to the transcendent we can
understand joseph smith remarked klaus hansen only if we can
get inside him so to speak and experience what he experienced 141
but if this point is true only those who have experienced spiritually
something of what joseph smith experienced can ever even begin
and this sort of experience is by definition off
to understand him
limits to secularizing
izing historians who write as if they have any faith
secular
or no faith 142 michael oakeshott who recognizes only secular
third paradigmatic historiography as history put it this way
the so called authorities better called sources of history are
frequently not themselves the product of historical thought and
require to be translated into the categories of history before they are
used what is a miracle for the writer of any of the gospels cannot
143
141
remain a miracle for the historian 143
this statement obviously
does not deny that historians of the third paradigm may well have
flourishing spiritual lives in their private capacity but in their role
as neutral inquiry historians their own spirituality is irrelevant
theoph anies and angelo
lawrence foster ranked joseph smiths theophanies
phanies
chanies as among the most powerful religious experiences on
record and declared that they are to be taken with the utmost
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seriousness 144 but however seriously he may take them lawrence
foster cannot possibly understand joseph smiths religious
experiences in the way joseph himself understood them for this is
the same lawrence foster who said that many converts to the
II are simply looking for
church in the years following world war 11
authoritative answers to questions which by their very nature have
45
no authoritative answers 11141
joseph smith on the other hand
emerging from the sacred grove seemed to have felt that he had
indeed received authoritative answers as have many of his
followers in the nearly two centuries that have followed we seem
to have a clear illustration here of the kind of prehistorical even
theological assumptions brought to historical inquiry by scientific
scholars no less than by advocates can such assumptions fail to
influence the product
having criticized third paradigm scientific history we do
not want to leave the impression that we see exemplar or advocacy
historiography as without flaw however those flaws should be
abundantly clear since exemplar historiography in and out of the
latter day saint community has long been accused and often
with justice
of special pleading dishonesty self indulgence
manipulation of sources and general unreliability we would not
wish to appear to favor subjectivism and irrationality in the writing
of history nor to deny that history even of the advocacy model can
116
be bejudged
judged good or bad on nonsubjective grounds 146
which is to say
that we reject an absolutizing removal of history from faith just as
we repudiate the complete removal of faith from history for if
exemplar historiography cannot be condemned for failing to answer
questions it has not asked it can nonetheless be judged according
to many of the same criteria against which the historiography of
inquiry is to be measured since as we have been at pains to
demonstrate the two paradigms are neither fundamentally opposed
nor essentially unlike Is the advocate honest within the
framework of his commitments does the evidence he adduces
support his claims Is there other evidence which does not Is the
account coherent As michael oakeshott pointed out the
criterion of truth is coherence 147
exemplar historiography and the historiography of inquiry
need each other the latter keeps the former honest while the
former supplies the meaning which the latter is manifestly unsuited
141
to provide on its own 148
they are complementary alike and yet
different we have found that what separates the advocate from the
inquiry historian is the purposes behind their historiographical tasks
and the frameworks adopted to accomplish them just as they may
1147
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frequently share the same texts and research methodologies so too
do they share other psychological motivations
both groups share the common need for faith the inquirers
faith assures him of the importance of the view he so painstakingly
constructs of the past a view that is acknowledged to be ephemeral
at best and partial or flawed at worst 149 the advocates faith assures
him that while the breadth of eternal reality can ultimately
accommodate all historical facts however uncomfortable for the
moment mortal vision cannot possibly hazard a summation of let
110
alone encompass the breadth of this reality 150
both groups share the common sense of mission the inquirer
strives to serve the present on the plane of intellectual understanding
by unfolding the past the advocate strives to serve the present on
the plane of spiritual cultivation by unfolding the past
both groups share in subjectivity which is an inescapable
element of the human condition oakeshott has caricatured
claimants to historical objectivity as saying that for them the
historical past is
the direct presentation of the objective life of the universe
uncompromised by experience and unmodified by interpretation in
the pageant of history we perceive naked reality unencumbered
with the generalities of philosophy and the abstractions of science
passing before ou
oureyes
reyes we see the whole of which the present is but
a part the detailed whole from which science abstracts a mere aspect
and of which philosophy grasps a mere outline 151

today such smug self satisfaction

is certainly open neither to the

exemplar historian nor to the representative of the third paradigm
if indeed smugness was ever a tenable position at all the advocate
self consciously seeks in the historical record for signs that signify
the fulfillment of gods plan wittingly or unwittingly the inquirer
selects features of life important to his own culture and himself and
builds models of their influence on the past 152 every true history
said benedetto croce is contemporary history since it inevitably
addresses the questions which are most important to the historian
and to the audience for which the historian is writing 153 one reason
peter novick recently suggested that the old mormon historians are
actually more objective than the new is their willingness to lay bare
their biases and to work objectively within the framework of their
nev mormon historians he felt ignoring
commitments while the new
the protestations of their profession frequently seem to lay claim to
a scientific objectivity vitiated by their own unacknowledged
assumptions 154 at any rate in light of their own claims and novicks
lnders
inders
reminders
as well as those of gertrude himmelfarb and
recent reni
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it is certain that inquirers can no longer charge advocates
others
with a subjectivity which leaves the inquirers utterly untouched 155
no such privileged scholarly class exists
both advocates and inquirers share in a common search for
what they perceive as truth the inquirer searches for it on the
secular level of attempting to explain and encounter man the
advocate searches for it on the spiritual level in the attempt to
explain and encounter god in man but ultimately as ricouer
pointed out the truth does not contradict itself falsehood is legion
the truth brings men together falsehood scatters them and sets
discord among them 156 historians are false to their profession if
they do not recognize its limitations and work within its ranges of
possibility likewise advocates err if they dogmatically refuse to
grant the testimonies of inquirers or to allow for the existence of
historians who utilize intellectual tools which the lord has not only
sanctioned but sanctified that there are historians without faith
is indisputable that there are also secular third paradigmatic
historians of deep personal religious belief is also beyond question
finally both groups can share the common hermeneutical
work of interpreting and relating the past of mormonism to
contemporary belief and practice the inquirer can help maintain
the integrity of the sources by promoting time tested rules of
research that mitigate the worst excesses of subjectivity As robert
morgan and john barton pointed out
specialists make their contributions and the historians call to
respect the integrity of the past commands a double respect their
charge that we do not force the texts to say what suits our immediate
interests is a call for truthfulness which demands unqualified assent
and their suggestion that we are more likely to leam
learn from the past if
we respect its integrity is also an appeal to our longterm
iong term investment
long
in knowing the human past over the quick buck to be made by turning
its monuments to our immediate advantage 157

thomas alexander correctly noted that

far from undermining
faith intelligent description and analysis of historical contexts may
actually strengthen it faith by adding greater clarity and understanding 58 james clayton concluded that even if history has
revealed some religious excesses and abuses it has likewise
recorded mans fundamental need and expression of religion it has
119
also been history that has preserved religions role in civilization 159
allen
alien reminded us that continual study of history is part
and james ailen
of the gospel mandate of acquiring intelligence including historical
knowledge line upon line igo160 but inquiring historians should
never forget that history if it is applied to religious concerns
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is but one tool of the task of hermeneutics since again quoting
morgan and barton who echoed james it leaves unanswered
all the important questions about the value of historical know-

ledge relative to other legitimate and often more pressing
human concerns 161
suggestions from contemporary latter day saint historians
on how they can contribute to both their profession and their faith
abound richard bushman seeking perhaps to link secular and
theological approaches to historiography urged latter day saint
historians to utilize the tools of their training to pose new questions
that have originated from gospel insights an example is how god
has intervened in history particular approaches may include the
history of salvation the history of revelation or the history of
providence all in all since any framework has builtin
built in subjective
features he encouraged latter day saints to go ahead and develop
their own religion inspired frameworks to better understand the
62
secular history of the past 161
ronald K esplin encouraged latter
day saints to write better history to wield more effectively the tools
of the trade and to address uncomfortable issues fairly but
accurately even though he glossed over the differences between
exemplar and other historical paradigms he did recover somewhat
by concluding that latter day saint history should be written in
many ways audience subject purpose and individual perspective
will continue to influence how our history is written and we must
resist any tendency to exclude all but one brand of history as
161
in 1971 robert rees
unscholarly unfaithful or inappropriate 163
suggested that the incipient new mormon literature join forces
with the emerging new mormon history to establish a climate of
historical and creative writing that will open our past in new and
exciting ways

the new mormon historian in uncovering and interpreting more and
more historical data though most remarkably in the new ways of
approaching his materials can provide the literary artist with the raw
materials out of which plays poems stories and novels will be
written and the literary artist by resurrecting the past through the
imagination can provide the historian with a view that will help him
to penetrate the myths and misconceptions which prevent us from
iga
161
seeing our past and therefore from seeing ourselves 164

his approach was recently reiterated by dominick lacapra for the
entire field of historiography lacapra argued that the profession
needs to get away from models of historiography that imitate too
closely ideal scientific models these models he said ignore the
imaginative interplay of a rhetorical engagement with the texts of
the historical past 16165
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we cannot suggest specific approaches we stress simply
that various approaches do exist among these both exemplar
historiography and third paradigmatic historiography are honorable
yet distinct disciplines that serve different purposes they need not
ultimately conflict but can and should both be utilized at various
times to enlighten the intellect strengthen the spirit and enrich all
aspects of our lives
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philologic
ologie band 179 athens hain
bel trage zur klassischen
ham verlag 1979 176
stones
stories ofherodotus
of herodotus beitr5ge
92 analyzes Herod
otean narrative from the perspective of the narrative of tragedy to show that the same
herodotean

undergirds both types
the tragic pattern of retribution
see aubrey de selincourt
Sel mcourt the world ofherodotus
Se
of herodotus san francisco north point press 1982
lincourt
820 40 for the speech
60 both for the phrase and for herodotus on pride see aeschylus the persians 82040
darlus on the fatal lesson from the war with greece of presumptuous pride
made by the ghost of darius
danus
moral assumption

off

story 107 8
fornara the nature offstory
of history
ofm
26 werner
paideia the ideals of greek culture trans gilbert highet 2d
ad ed 3 vols
jaeger peideia
oxford oxford university press 1965 1986
21
werner jaeger introduction to his Scri
wemer
mra
pta
scnpta
scripka
reprinted
scripta
bra minora an intellectual bibliography
1966 4213
43
in five essays trans adele M fiske montreal mano
mario
marlo Ca
sahni 196642
casalini
on this point see W K C guthrie socrates cambridge cambridge university press 1971
280n
197
39 an exhaustive study of the moral application of greek philosophical inquiry is werner jaeger
130
13039
25

25summarizing
summarizing

1
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of the early greek philosophers oxford clarendon press 1948 for comparative
purposes see frederick eby and charles flinn arrowood the history and philosophy of education
ancient and medieval new york prentice hail
hali
hall 1940 for the moral element in the world view and
education of the egyptians hebrews romans and medieval society
david B honey prolegomena to chinese historiography on the nomads
novads traditions and
hopoi
topoi masters thesis university of california berkeley 1984 15 the most substantive study of
chinese exemplar historiography remains that of michael C rogers the chronicle offu chien A case
Hi stones translations no 10 berkeley and los angeles
of exemplar history chinese dynastic histories
ofcalifornia press 1968 chinese education like that ofthe
university of california
odthe
of
the greeks was dedicated to shaping
moral character for instance confucius considered a man well learned if he was filial loyal and
1.7
trustworthy lun yu 1 14 see 17
177
of course the problem of bringing a preexisting framework to bear on the selection of data is
particular just to the chinese brand of marxist historiography but is endemic to the entire enterprise
not particularjust
an engaging entre into the subject is gertrude himmelfarb thegroup
the group british marxist historians in
the new history and the old cambridge mass belnap 1987 70 93 on chinese marxist
Afif
Dirlik revolution and
alia anif
historiography see int
eralia
afifdirlik
anfdulikrevolulion
marxist historiography
history the origins of
andhistory
inter
ofmarxist
in
in china 1919 1937 berkeley and los angeles university of california press 1978
1978aA feuerwerker
history in communist china cambridge harvard university press 1968 and harold khan and albert

the theology

1

feuerwerker
junei
june
junel965
1965
Junel
965

logy of scholarship cainas
ideology
chinas new historiography china quarterly 11
the Idec
22 april

1

13

marshallg
G S hodgson the venture of
Islam
isiam conscience
marshalla
lG
and history in a world civilization
conscienceandhisioryinaworldcivilization
marshall
oflslam
ofislam
Marshal
vol I of the classical age ofisiam
351
oflslam 1958 chicago university of chicago press 1974 35
hodgson venture ofislam
362 hodgson observed that there were two main
maln types of
oflslam 1362
islam
isiam
one mystical and the other kerygmatic focused on historybut
histo
history
lamone
piety in Is
but correctly judged that
rybut
the predominant element was the kerygmatic component when ultimacy is sought in irrevocable
datable events in history with its positive moral commitments this predominance held true
especially during the crucial high caliphal period see hodgson venture ofislam
362 64
of islam 1362
apart from the kerygmatic and sufi
surli mystical tendencies within islam there existed also a small
suri
but brilliant philosophical viewpoint heavily influenced by hellenism in which not the moral
judgments of history but the rational harmonies of nature were the source of inspiration 410
10 see
larn 1410
410 43 for a brilliant discussion of this alternative religious position
hodgson venture of
isiam
islam
ofislarn
oris
ofis
michael oakeshott experience and its modes cambridge cambridge university press 1985
observed that the greeks for the most part did not call upon the past to give added force and reality
to the creations of their religious imagination they called instead upon a present sensibility to nature
and life to things which could be touched and seen and heard 104
see A A duri
historical writing among the arabs ed and trans lawrence I
durl the rise of
dun
ofhistorical
conrad princeton princeton university press 1983 20 23 29
danf khalidi islamic historiography the histories ofmasiidi
tarif
tanf
ofmasudi albany state university of
new york press 1975 xiii
xin 24
hodgson venture oflslam
352
ofislam 1352
16duri
41 74 157 for a justification of the principle of ijma as
dun rise offlistorical
of historical writing 40 4174
a theme in the work of aal
durl 116
zuhn and an illustration of its actual use see duri
dun
alzuhn
duri rise ofhistorical
dun
94 95 111 and A guillaume the
durl
of historical writing 120 see also 77 78
7894
life of muhammad A translation of ibn ishaq s sirat rasul allah karachi oxford university
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

press 1967

xiv

see jacob lassner islamic revolution and historical memory an inquiry into the art of
abbzisid
abbdsid apologetics new haven american oriental society 1986 also for the specific case of al
durl rise offlistorical
yaqubi d 897 AD see duri
dun
of historical writing 67
39 39khalidi
khalidi islamic historiography xiii
xin see also 114
duri
dun rise ofhistorical
durl
of historical writing 74 for the date of origin of a separate discipline of history
within islamic society see khalidi islamic historiography xiii
xin xiv
hudi
fidi islamic historiography xiv
Kha
khalidi
for a competent survey of some of the major arab historians
histo nans consult D M dunlop arab
A D 1500 new york praeger publishers
1971 70 149
civilization to AD
multivolumed
dunlop arab civilization 89 90 128 A multivolume
multi volume translation of al Ta
babaris
baris world
tabaris
history is currently in process of publication by the state university of new york press
352
hodgson venture ofislam
oflslam 1352
dun rise ofhistorical
dunn
of historical writing 150
dudi
khalidi islamic historiography 83 and 83 n 3
352
hodgson venture ofislam
oflslam 1352
Historical writing 159
duli
dun rise of
ofhistorical
dunlop arab civilization 92
dunlop arab civilization 114
rhe
the arabs
for the comparison to herodotus see reynold A nicholson A literary history ofshe
of
ofihe
cambridge cambridge university press 1962 353
khalidi islamic historiography 53 55 68 80
1

1
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cited by khalidi islamic historiography 32
dunlop arab civilization 140 41 149 his great theoretical work the muqaddima or
Kh aldun the
khald5n
i e to his chronicle of world history has been translated into english ibn khaldun
introduction ie
Bol lingen series 43 2d
ad ed 3 vols
muqaddimah an introduction to history trans franz rosenthal bollingen
bollinger
princeton princeton university press 1967
Dunlo
khaldfin is the
dunio
145 Dun
dunlope
dunlops
lops claim on page 149 that ibn khaldun
dunloppArab
139141145
dunloparab
arub
arab civilization 139141
great perhaps the only example of the pragmatic historian among the arabs can be accepted only in
in a
certain very restricted sense

yosef hayim yerushalmi bakhor
zakhor jewish history and jewish memory 1982 new york
108 12 much the same thing significantly can be said of the book of
schocken books 1989 5 9 13
13108
mormon as any good concordance eg
e g under remember will show in a few moments also similar
mormon think odthe
of the large plates ofnephi
ofthe
of Nephi is the fact that writers ofbible
of bible times also appear
to the book of ofmormon
56

to have produced secular records from which the quest for transcendent meaning was essentially absent
see yerushalmi 15
see kenneth barker ed the NIV study bible new international version grand rapids
zondervan 1985 325
yerushalmi zakhor
bakhor 10 one might profitably compare this comment to exhortations to the
latter day saints to study the scriptures and to keep personal histories
51
oakeshott experience and its modes 104
islamic historiography as a whole was rejected by eastern jewry with contempt
cormons in america 1830 1846 chapel
see kenneth H winn exiles in a land of Liberty mormons

183 84 fora
rather irritated complaint against nineteenth
of north carolina press 1989
foraraihenmtated
1989183
hill university ofnorth
century latter day saints for doing precisely the same thing
61 compare
19 23
ahistorical attitude of nephi in the book of mormon 1 I ne 1923
the objectively ahistoncal
as well as the endowment ritual of the latter day saint temple see too mircea eliade the myth odthe
of the
ofthe
Bol
lingen series 46 princeton
bollinger
eternal return or cosmos and history trans willard R trask bollingen
princeton university press 1971
1971
63 yerushalmi
memorbficher are not strictly
stnctly
zakhor 31 33 34 36 45 50 51 66 medieval memorbucher
bakhor
histo nans rather they listed
speaking historiography although they contain material useful to modem historians
the names of those deceased jews for whom communal prayers were to be offered in this sense they were
functionally analogous to latter day saint genealogical records see yerushalmi 46
yerushalmi bakhor
zakhor 58 6073 83
61 yerushalmi
bakhor
zakhor 85 86 mark P leone in his roots ofmodern
of modern mormonism cambridge
harvard university press 1979 has argued that the twentieth century church is dependent and has been
effectively colonialized it would be interesting to think his thesis through in the context of the new
mormon history
10akeshott
oakeshott experience and its modes 105 6 on pages 156 58 oakeshott denied that any
moral or practical utility is to be found in the past or in its study his position is not fundamentally wrong
we would say if one understands by Ns
history
tory only history of stoianovichs third paradigm
61
Oake
shon experience and its modes 105
shou
oakeshott
68 werner
wemer georg kummel introduction to the new testament trans howard dark
clark kee rev ed
oark
nashville abingdon press 1975 37 compare the same sentiments in the latter day saint edition of
the bible bible dictionary sub gospels
karl lowith meaning in history chicago university of chicago press 1949 192 93
kari
see also paul Ri
coeur christianity and history in history and truth trans charles A kelbley
ricoeur
evanston northwestern university press 1965 81 97 an interesting parallel to the centrality
of christ in the christian view of history is the central role in secular history played by the fall of
pelikan the excellent empire the fall ofrome
rome onthts
on this see jaroslav
&iosavpeikarthe
of rome and the triumph orthe
of the
church san francisco harper and row 1987 3 12 and peter bondanella the eternal city
roman images in
in the modern world chapel hill university of north carolina press 1987
70a good recent exposition of latter day saint belief as it relates to questions of history belief
Mill
ed to be learned Is good if
and knowledge is robert L millet
salt lake city bookcraft 1987
milleted
billeted
eted
asee
see among many possibilities ezra taft benson the gospel teacher and his message salt
7see
christ
chnst of latter day saints 1976 and boyd K packer that all may
lake city the church of jesus chanst
be edified talks sermons and commentary salt lake city bookcraft 1982
72 wemer
peideia cambridge mass belnap press 1961
and greek paideia
wemerjaeger
jaeger early christianity andgreek
the refined
6 12 on this point compare the following sermons st peter used simple testimony to counterthe
erthe
counter
612
count
rhetoric of simon magus in the pseudo clementine recognitions 1I in contrast to augustine the style of
Mani chean faustus yet
manichean
ofthe
of the manichaean
bishop ambrose was almost as eloquent and polished as the earlier lectures odthe
it was the truths ambrose taught not his style that converted augustine see confessions V
richard 0 cowan the church in the twentieth century salt lake city bookcraft 1985
1

ix x

peter tiovickthat
novick that noble dream the objectivity question and the american historical
profession cambridge cambridge university press 1988 44 46 oakeshott experience and its
modes 142 rejected moral judgment as an element of historiography for the unity of history
immoral
implies a world of positive events in which such negative concepts as evil
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unsuccessful
illogical etc have as such no place at all historical explanation consequently
involves neither condemnation nor excuse here as elsewhere history for oakeshott is the third
paradigm no other approach exists
hegel philosophy ofhistory
of history trans J sibree vol 46 of great books orthe
of the western world
camerow
Hii
Hamerow reflections on history
chicago encyclopaedia britannica 1952 155 56 consult further hamerow
tory
hil rory
and historians 209 16 and richard E neustadt and ernest R may thinking in time the uses of
history por
historyfor
for decision makers new york the free press 1986
peter novick citing michael polanyi points out that suppression of evidence is in fact an
essential step in the application of a viable tradition of interpretation not we may add merely an
editorial right to be exercised see the treatment in novick that noble dream 527
mormons and their historians 11 12
1713itton
bitton and arrington cormons
alexandcr toward the new mormon history an examination of the literature on the latter
alexander
day saints in the far west in historians and the american west ed michael P malone lincoln
university of nebraska press 1983 359 60
ajames
7james
james L clayton does history undermine falth
Suns fone
faith sunstone
tone 7 march april 1982 34

faitha7 35
faith7
falth
does history undermine faith
we use the term thirdparadigm
third paradigm synecdochically for both the second and third paradigms since
clayton

the former leads to the latter and hence can be conveniently subsumed under it
we accept the rough division of labor between so called metahistory
meta history the type that seeks to
ideological view ofreality
of reality aameaning
interpret the past according to a philosophical or orideological
meaning in history such
as produced by toynbee or marx and those historical modes that attempt solely to explain history
hayden white to the contrary we would still separate the two and include exemplar historiography under
metahistory
meta history and place the various explanatory modes within the wide rubric of third paradigmatic
historiography we would do so because the differences between their overall functions or purposes for
being written are more important than the similarities they share in methodology and in the dependence
on subjectivity whites views are presented in interpretation in history in tropics offliscourse
of discourse essays
in cultural criticism baltimore johns hopkins university press 1978 51 80
of historical objectivity is not
noble dream 2 novick notes that the question ofhistorical
novick that
thatnobledream
merely a matter of philosophical epistemology on which historians have not thought very clearly but an
enormously charged emotional issue and that historians writing on the history of historiography have not
nng
proven notably value neutral his observations certainly ang
ning
fing true of the situation in latter day saint
1

historiography

1

I111

13

exponent e and its modes 92
Oake shon
oakeshott
shou experience
85
History Secular faith dialogue 16 winter 1983 70
melvmt
Melvin
meivin
melvln
melvitT smith faithful historysecular
I is modes 97 see generally 96 98 125
hott
hotl experience and irs
Oakes
oakeshott
its
13 14
16 1826 2848
oakeshott experience and its modes 19 see also 11
1113
4959 6093
28484959
14161826
1

for this point applied specifically to history see

108 9

oakeshott experience and its
is modes 551 compare 93
oakeshott experience and its modes 42
10akeshott
Oake shon
shou experience and its modes 16
oakeshon
oakeshott experience and its modes 93
arrington the search for truth and meaning in mormon history 59
oakeshott experience and its modes 91
cited by novick that noble dream 35 however as novick demonstrates on pages 35 36 and
in note 22 on page 36 darwin dis simulated deceived and lent public support to a crude inductionism
inductiomsm
induct ionism
1

1

which he himself privately mocked

stephen toulmin the return to cosmology postmodern science and the theology of
nature
ture
offature
offa
berkeley and los angeles university of california press 1982 15 italics in the original
william barrett
barren the illusion of technique A search for meaning in a technological
N Y anchor pressdoubleday
Press Doubleday 1979 3 117
civilization garden city NY
cited by novick that noble dream 35
cited by robert A rees
truth Is the daughter of time notes toward an imaginative
mormon history dialogue 6 autumn winter 1971 17 thomas G alexander recognized this point
when he said that the study of products of the human mind requires creative imagination and intuition
for their interpretation see his historiography and the new mormon history 32 see also 38
immanuel wallerstein capitalist agriculture andthe
and the origins odthe
the european world economy
ofthe
of fhe
in the sixteenth century vol I of the modern world system new york academic press 1974 9
orl
ORi
Ri
oricoeur
coeur christianity and history 8
ricoeur
see oakeshott on history and other essays oxford basil blackwall
Blac
blackball
41 33
kwall 1983 11
compare the view of goethe history must from time to time be rewritten not because many
new facts have been discovered but because the participants in the progress ofan
of an age are led to standpoints
afan
from which the past can be regarded and judged in a novel manner quoted in teggart prolegomena to
history 331 and dominick lacapra reminded us that a new
history 26 see also febvre A new kind of offfistory
reading of materials is just as important for progress as the discovery of new materials history and
19851 20 see Ni
nibleys
bleys remarks in his debate with sterling
criticism ithaca comell
cornell university press 1985
1

1

1
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1

no 55salt
Relig ionno
in great issues forum senesa
sefies2 religionno
salt
senes2
mereat
in do religion and history conflict 7 mgreat
sait
mcmumnin
religion
lonno
mcmurrin
isalt
lake city university of utah extension division 1959 22 39
according to georg iggers the view of ranke as the prototypical nonphilosophical historian
who was concerned solely with the facts was a myth adopted by american historians out of ignorance of
the meaning of his german terminology
tennin ology and the cultural context of germany during the time he worked
iggers summed up rankes
bankes position as follows despite rankes
bankes concern with the critical examination
paid as much attention to the
of sources perhaps no german historian of the nineteenth century
theoretical foundations of his historical practice as did ranke moreover no one succeeded as completely
ofknowledge with his political views
in integrating his concept of
and his theory of knowledge
the historical process
odthe
processand
ofthe
iggers continued by stressing the importance of rankes
bankes theoretical framework for guiding his historical
history
his
he stresses the role of ofhistory
lectures on the methods and scope of historical study
indis
inhis
research in
as a guide to philosophical truths through history he seeks to uncover the metaphysical realities
underlying the state which could provide the basis of a conservative theory of politics hence even the
M

so called father of objective history had ideological parameters that guided his research and writing and
geiman conception offlistory
according to iggers was very clear in stating them iggers the german
of history 64 65
72 see also novick that noble dream 25 28
Ri coeur christianity and history 25 29
ricoeur
05even though himmelfarb the new history and the old took much of the new history to
even
us sphere and each
task for methodological failings and excesses she did stress that each method is valid in its
should allow for the existence of other approaches to cover different aspects or dimensions of the past
unfortunately the burden of her book is that most practitioners of these methods regard their scholarly
vision as being the only true interpretation of the past
see T J luce ancient views on the causes of bias in historical writing classical
1989 16 311 and M I1 finley how it really was in ancient history evidence
philology 84 january 198916
Ei dence
47 66
and models new york elisabeth sifton and penguin 1987 4766
OA
oalexander historiography and the new mormon history 36 39 see also kent E
aalexander
alexander
lexander
melvln
melvin T smith in his
robson objectivity and history dialogue 19 winter 1986 89 meivin
History Secular faith dialogue 16 winter 1983 65 71 seems to be an exception to
faithful historysecular
1

alexanders generalization of people who want to be both good latter day saints and good
such individuals generally agree that objectivity is a critical quality of good
history and that such quality is very difficult to come by indeed he said in religious matters
objectivity is almost impossible 66 69
himmelfarb the new history and the old 46 david hackett fischer is also worth quoting at
length on this point there are many objective truths to be told about the past
great and vital truths that
are relevant and even urgent to the needs of mankind but there is no whole truth to be discovered by a
simple method of induction every true historical statement is an answer to a question which a historian
has asked not to the question not to questions about everything but to questions about something
historians fallacies 5
greater than the intellect BYU studies 21 summer
boyd K packer the mantle Is far far greaterthan
historians smith said

259 78 the view that an intellectual approach automatically reveals the religious commitments
and faith of a historian confuses the difference between a tool and a value system one is selectively
employed in research one governs ones daily actions and outlook on life hence richard bushman can
honestly and rightfully claim that he utilizes the secularly based methodologies of modem history in his
professional activities without abandoning his religious practices smith faithful history 65 71
29 30 is an instance of the confusion
alexander historiography and the new mormon history 2930
engendered by equating methodology with religious values
1961
ofreligious experience new york collier macmillan iggi
1961
william james the varieties of religious
23 24
see aristotle
otte poetics IX see discussion in M 1I finley myth memory and history in the
anu
Anaotle
1981

I1

use and abuse of of1listory
history new york viking books 1987 11 13
sail
salt lake city signature
D michael quinn early mormonism and the magic world view sait
ID
salt
books 1987
quinn early mormonism xx
axi
quinn early mormonism xxi
axi 228
quinn early mormonism xxi
see for instance stephen ricks and daniel peterson
Pe terson
ierson the mormon as magus sunstone 12
january 1988 38 39 jon
ion butler magic and the complexities of mormon history sunstone 12
the magicworld
Magic world view
and fhe
1988 36 37 and stephen E robinson review ofearly
of early mormonism andthemagic
january 198836
1

13

I
1

quinn BYU studies 27 fall 1987 88 95
Kn stine wilson folk
kristine
foik magic book arouses controversy the daily universe 22 october

by D michael

19877 included comments from critics who are alarmed that the book tried to reinterpret the story of the
church as well as from defenders of the book who point out that it deals with only one narrow aspect of
church history
see quinns response to the review of rickspeterson
Ricks Peterson and the yale historian jon butler
mormonism without parallel or part of a context sunstone 12 january 1988 40
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jerald and sandra tanner
ofjerald
to say nothing of
to

melvin T smith is pretty much on his own in
History Secular faith 65
6571
seeming to argue for a divorce of faith from history see his faithful historysecular
657711
mon
eonism said lawrence foster more than most contemporary religions has refused to accept a
nonism
mormonism
religious secular dichotomy at all to see spiritual truths as wholly separate from mundane material
reality is utterly foreign to the restored gospel A personal odyssey my encounter with mormon

history dialogue

16

autumn 1983 92
me
the search for truth and meaning in mormon history

110arrington
65
Arrington
Pharisees came to sit in moses
this is what happened in judaism where the scribes and pharisees
man
matt 232
23 2 the horizontal tradition replaced the vertical then rabbinic theological history
mart
seat kar
har
was replaced at least in pan
part
pari by secular historiography in islam too if the brilliant analysis of patricia
crone and martin hinds gods
god s caliph religious authority in the first centuries ofislam
islam cambridge
of islan
fity of prophet and caliphs was seized
authority
cambridge university press 1986 is correct the religious autho
apo
by the historically oriented
onented muslim learned classes in a kind of revolution apostasia
apostasis
stasia in mainstream
cither
elther judaism or islam philosophical
christianity which was and is considerably more hellenized
hellenizer than either
theologians rather than historians tended to supplant the prophets and apostles this process is quite
110
120

the great apostasy
latter day saints as 44the
87 98 that foster
lawrence foster A personal odyssey 98 it is clear throughout his essay 8798

correctly known among

while friendly and sympathetic is neither value nor theology neutral
arrington the
ibe search for truth and meaning in mormon history 60
quoted by yerushalmi bakhor
zakhor 79 italics in the original on the importance of community
memory see wendell berry the work of local culture in his collection ofessays
of essays what are people

point press 1990 153 69
in his foreword to yerushalmi zakhor
bakhor xvi
126
yerushalmi zakhor
bakhor 94 95 112 13 yerushalmi makes it clear on page 115 that it is only
within faith communities that such pruning can occur our real problem is that we are without a
hakakha
halakha
there be a malignancy its source lies not in the historical quest but in the loss ofahalakha
if ifthere
that will know what to appropriate and what to leave behind a commonality of values that would enable
us to transform history into memory this the historian alone cannot accomplish
alexander toward the new mormon history 360 61
yerushalmi zakhor
105 7
bakhor 100 see also 101 2 1057
oakeshott experience and its modes 106
yerushalmi zakhor
bakhor xxxiv see 94
1yerushalmi bakhor
yerushalmi
zakhor 116
yerushalmi zakhor
bakhor 89 see also 88 also bloom foreword xix the problem of
hisloncization of judaism and all else on which see
secularization is similar to the problem of the historicization
yerushalmi bakhor
zakhor 91 most latter day saints would not be so enthused about the tendency to
histoficist
histon cist turn has helped
historicism
histon cism as is richard rorty who notes with palpable satisfaction that this histoncist
histoncism
an escape
ungradually but steadily from theology and metaphysics
foran
free us usgradually
from the temptation to look for
gradually
from time and chance see his contingency irony and solidarity cambridge cambridge university
press 1989 xii
History Secular faith 70 that if god is missing it is
iThe
xiu
xiiithe
the claim by smith faithful historysecular
xin
not the historians fault wholly misses the point ofcfitics
of critics of the new mormon history which is that if
god is missing from the writings of the new mormon historians it very likely is their fault
goga
yerushalmi zakhor
94
bakhor 90
9094
yerushalmi zakhor
sec also bloom foreword xix
bakhor 93 see
11yerushaln
yerushalmi zakhor
Oak eshou experience and its modes 156
oakeshott
bakhor 114 compare the refusal of oal
58 to allow the derivation of any moral or practical guidance from history
lafter
latter day
leonard J arg
Arfington and davis bitton the mormon experience A history orthe
of the laffer
xm
am
saints new york alfred A knopf 1979 xiii
arrington and bitton the mormon experience xiii
xui
novick that
thai noble dream 95
amngton me
arrington
the search for truth and meaning in mormon history 59
140cs
C S lewis from his essay on historicism
Histon cism in christian reflections ed walter hooper

for san francisco north

I1

grand rapids william

B

klaus hansen

eerdmans 1967

107 8

jan shipps and the mormon tradition journal ofmormon
of mormon history

11

1984 137
1984137

if only on a smaller scale what muhammad
ifonly
in islam the sofis
suits mystics sought to experience ironly
the only muslims who truly understood or followed him
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